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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we address the problem of the existence of a maximum consistent
extension (henceforth simply ‘‘maximum extension’’) of the simply typed theory of
;-conversion.
For the theory of ;’-conversion the answer was already known and depends on
the number of the atomic types. With just one atomic type a positive answer was
provided by Statman in [Statman 1982] (Proposition 8), while with more than one
atomic type it is easy to show that no maximum extension can exist.1
We will show that for the theory of ;-conversion with an arbitrary set of atomic
types there exists no maximum extension. This will be done by defining a family of
models such that the sets of equations validated by them form a family of (non-
extensional) theories whose union is inconsistent. A maximum extension for the
theory of ;-conversion should then necessarily contain such a union and hence be
inconsistent.
We briefly recall now the definition of the simply typed theory of ;-conversion.
Definition 1.1. The set Typ of simple types is inductively defined as follows.
1. ATyp where A is a nonempty set of atomic types.
2. _, { # Typ O _  { # Typ
The elements of A will be denoted by a, b, ... .
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1 If A=[a1 , a2 , ...] is the set of atomic types then, for any a # A, if one extends the theory of
;’-conversion with the equation xa= ya, one gets a consistent theory. In fact, by interpreting, in the
full function space model, a as a singleton and the other atomic types as sets with cardinality greater
than one, xa= ya is validated, but xb= yb is not, for any b{a. No consistent ;’-theory can contain all
such extensions.
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(i) The set 4 of Terms is inductively defined by:
1. For any _ # Typ we have a denumerable set X_ of variables (x_, y_...) of
type _, and X_ 4  .
2. For any _, { # Typ : M_  {, N_ # 4  O (MN ){ # 4  .
3. For any _, { # Typ : x_ # X_ , M{ # 4  O (*x_ .M)_  { # 4  .
(ii) A formula of * is any equation of the form M=N, with M, N # 4 and
of the same type. E denotes the set of all formulas of *.
(iii) * is axiomatized by the equality axioms, :-conversion (renaming of
bound variables), the rules that make ‘‘=’’ a congruence w.r.t. the term formation
rules, and by the axiom scheme
(;) (*x .M ) N=M[xN].
(iv) The theory *’ is * extended by the scheme
(’) *x .Mx=M if x  FV(M).
In the following, superscripts will be often omitted in terms.
A ;(’)-theory is any set T of equations closed with respect to the axioms and
rules of * (*’ ). A consistent theory is a theory not containing all equations, i.e.,
a theory strictly contained in E.
Given a consistent theory T, the theory T$ is said to be a maximum consistent
extension (maximum extension for short) of T if it is consistent and, for any consis-
tent theory T": T"$T O T"T $, i.e., if T $ is a maximum, with respect to set-
theoretical inclusion, for consistent theories containing T.
Given a ;(’)-theory, a (set-theoretical) model is a structure
M=([M_]_ # Typ , &) ,
where [M_]_ # Typ is a family of sets interpreting types, and & is an interpretation
of terms compatible with types and respecting the axioms and rules of the theory.
The interpretation depends on environments which are functions \ from variables
to the set _ # Typ M_ , such that \(x_) # M_ . We will denote by \ px the modification
of the environment \ mapping x to p.
We assume that the reader is accustomed with the main properties of the simply
typed theories of ;- and ;’-conversion as well as with those of their models. We
refer otherwise to [Barendregt 1984].
2. THE RESULT
For any map I(&): Typ  Sets"[<] from simple types to nonempty sets we
will define a model MI =([_ I]_ # Typ , &
I) for *, consisting in a modifica-
tion of the full-function space model. In it, an arrow type _  { will be interpreted
as the set containing a number of ‘‘copies’’ of all functions from the interpretation
of _ to the interpretation of {. Two copies of the same function will be extensionally
equal but kept distinct in the model. The copies will be as many as the elements of
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I(_  {). In this way the model will be extensional in a type _  { only in case
I(_  {) is a singleton.
We will denote by *p : A .q the function p [ q with domain A and, as usual,
by BA the set of all functions from A to B. We will assume that for any map
I : Typ  Sets"[<], a choice function c(&) be given such that for any _ # Typ,
c(_) is an element of I (_). We will denote c(_) by c_ .
Definition 2.1 (The interpretation & I ). Let I(&): Typ  Sets"[<].
(i) Type Interpretation
a I=I (a) for a # A
_  {I={ I_I_I(_  {)
(#[( f, i) | f # { I_I, i # I(_  {)])
(ii) Term Interpretation
Let \ be an environment over [_ I]_ # Typ .
x_ I\ =\(x)
*x_ .M{ I\ =( f, c_  {)
where f =Def *p : _ I . M I\px
M_  {N_ I\ =M I\ v N I\
where ( f, i) vp=Def f ( p)
The correctness of the definition may be checked by induction on M.
One should simultaneously prove that M_ I\ # _
I.
We shall use the notation MI < M=N for \\ . M I\ =N I\ . We will often
omit the superscript I.
We can prove now that for any I the structure
MI =([_ I]_ # Typ , & I)
is a model for * (MI < *). We first need to prove a substitution lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For any terms M, N and environment \
M[Nx]\#M \xN\ .
Proof. By induction on the structure of M. For M a variable or an application
it is immediate. Let M#*y_ .M${. By :-conversion, we can assume y  FV(N),
hence (*y .M$)[Nx]#*y .M$[Nx].
Then (*y .M$)[Nx]\#*y .M$[Nx]\#(*p : _ . M$[Nx] \yp , c_  {)#
(by HI)(*p : _ . M$ (\yp)xN\ , c_  {)#(*p : _ . M$ (\xN\)py , c_  {)#*y .M$ \xN\ .
K
Lemma 2.2. For any I, MI < *.
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Proof. It can be easily proved that \\ . M_ I\ # _
I. To complete the proof
the only nontrivial property to check is the validity of (;) axiom; i.e.,
MI < (*x .M ) N=M[Nx]. Let \ be any environment.
(*x .M)_  { N_\#(*p : _ . M \px , c_  {) v N\
#M \xN\
by 2.1#M[Nx]\ . K
Remark 2.1. In general MI is not an extensional model, i.e., for some I and M
(with x  FV(M)), MI <3 *x .Mx=M. In fact, in case I be such that, for some _ and
{, the cardinality of I (_  {) is at least two, we can get the following counterexample.
Let c_  {#r and let \ be such that \( y)#( f, q) for some f and q  r. *x_ . y_  {x\#
(*p : _ .( f, q) vp, r)#(*p : _ . f ( p), r) #( f, r)  ( f, q) #y_  { \ .
Given a type _ we denote by |_| the number of its arrows; i.e., |a|=0,
|_  {|=|_|+|{|+1.
We define now a family of maps
[Ik]k # |
from types to nonempty sets as follows.




and, for any _, c_=Def 0.
For any k, the interpretation of a type in the model MIk induced by the map Ik
is a singleton iff the number of its arrows is less than or equal to k:
Lemma 2.3. For any k # | and _ # Typ
(i) |_|k  cardinality(_Ik)=1
(ii) |_|>k  cardinality(_Ik)>1.
Proof. Easy induction on |_|. K
Using the maps defined above we can define a family of sets of equations
[* k ]k # | .
Definition 2.3. Given k # |, we define
* k =[M=N | M
Ik < M=N].
From Lemma 2.3 it immediately descends the following corollary.
Corollary 2.1. For any type _, pair of terms M _, N_ and pair of distinct
variables x_, y_:
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(i) |_|k O MIk < M=N
(ii) |_|>k O MIk <3 x= y.
Lemma 2.4. (i) For any k # |, * k is a consistent, non-extensional ;-theory.
(ii) k # | * k =E (the inconsistent theory).
Proof. (i) * k is a theory by Lemma 2.2, it is consistent by Corollary 2.1(ii),
and it is nonextensional by Remark 2.1.
(ii) By Corollary 2.1(i), given any _ and M, N of type _, M=N # * k for any
k|_|. K
We can now prove our main result.
Theorem 2.1. There exists no maximum extension of *.
Proof. A maximum extension for * should necessarily contain all the theories
* k and hence be inconsistent by Lemma 2.4(ii). K
Even if there is no maximum extension of *, it is however possible to have max-
imal extensions (an extension is maximal if no consistent theory strictly includes it.)
Statman’s maximum theory for *’ is indeed maximal among the extensions of *.
Remark 2.2. A more general result can indeed be inferred from Corollary 2.1.
Let S be a set of equations such that the number of arrows in the types of the equa-
tions is bounded; i.e., _n .\(M_=N_) # S . |_|n (for instance any finite set satisfies
this condition). Then S is consistent with *.
This property fails if one takes extensionality into account, since the set
[xa= ya | a # A] is inconsistent with *’ and it is finite if A is so.
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